Speaking & Workshop Information

“

HELPING ORGANIZATIONS,
TRAINERS AND DESIGNERS MOVE
TO THE LIVE ONLINE VIRTUAL
CLASSROOM
For over 25 years, I’ve been leading, designing, facilitating, speaking,

“Cindy is truly a masterful
facilitator. The session was
extremely valuable and
addressed exactly what it
promised.”

”

writing, and teaching about technology, learning and leadership.

TOPICS

solutions, and teach classroom facilitators how to engage online.

Virtual Facilitation Skills: How to
Be a Master Online Trainer

for my practical takeaways and relatable style. I work with global

The Art of Online Facilitation:
Beyond the Basics

each opportunity.

Designing Interactive Online
Learning

You can reach me via email cindy@cindyhuggett.com or learn more

Converting Classroom Training to
Online Training

I create effective learning strategies, design interactive learning

I am a regular and highly rated speaker at industry events, known
organizations of all sizes and across all industries, and look forward to

at www.cindyhuggett.com

SELECTED SPEAKING APPEARANCES

Trends in Virtual Training:
What You Need to Know Now
Moving to the Virtual Classroom:
A Roadmap to Success
Virtual Training Implementations:
3 Keys to Success
Designing Virtual Training for a
Global Audience
Behind the Scenes of Live Online
Events: Producer Skills
and more…

www.cindyhuggett.com

TRAINING AND CONSULTING SERVICES

Signature Strategy Session

Design Services

Training Workshops

For organizations just getting
started with virtual training or
online learning.

For organizations moving to the
virtual classroom and wanting
design assistance.

For organizations who need to
upskill their teams.

A one-day, hands-on strategy
session for organizations who
are new to virtual training. This
sessions starts with your unique
definition of virtual training and then
includes discussion on 4 key topics
that should be considered when
implementing virtual training.

A half-day hands-on program to
help organizations and/or designers
move traditional classroom programs
online. This service is often combined
with a customized “designing
engaging virtual training” workshop
to complete the design team’s
knowledge in interactive virtual
training techniques.

Tailored virtual train-the-trainer
classes are available in both online
and in-person formats. From
upskilling your facilitators, working
with your producers, or helping your
managers lead virtual teams, Cindy’s
expertise in designing and delivering
interactive learning programs will
help you create a roadmap for
success in your organization.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
“This session was by far the best one of the day. I learned
the most and was the most engaging. The information
was helpful and the delivery of the content made it
applicable to everyone. Very impressed!”

“Cindy’s enthusiasm for the material was contagious. Her

“Cindy’s information was very interesting and thorough.
She presented in a way that was incredibly engaging.”

“Cindy truly knows how to engage and live by the best
practices that she shares.”

professionalism outstanding. Her years of experience

“This was the best session that I’ve attended so far.

allowed her to easily answer questions and suggest

Great tips that I can apply and share with my team. Very

reference materials. Model trainer/facilitator!”

engaging!”

“This was absolutely the best session yet. Cindy is

“Cindy was by far the best facilitator/instructor I have

phenomenal and I have tons to use now immediately.

ever had. Her knowledge of the subject matter is second

This was incredibly valuable.”

to none.”

“What an excellent webinar! I have been doing

“She gave insight and resources that we can use

consistent online training for over 3 yrs and still learned a

immediately.”

ton. Amazing.”

www.cindyhuggett.com

